Online Education
It seems everything is moving online these days. Even our education is transferring onto the internet.
Many people might squabble about the disadvantages of this phenomena, but today, I want to discuss
the advantages of getting an education online. This is a pertinent topic, as the future of education is
moving more and more towards shifting physical educational institutions online. There are reasons for
this: many times you can learn whatever you want, it is more comfortable in a variety of ways, online
courses often look good on resumes, the pacing of learning is managed by the learner, and the cost of
virtual education is often lower than traditional education.
The freedom to choose your educational path is an enduring quality of online education. For more creative
people, or people who want to focus on a single activity, this can be a dream come true. According to
eLearning Industry, “You can pick the program of your dreams in traditional education, too, but that would
involve traveling away from home, living in a completely unknown city, and struggling in an extremely
competitive learning environment. With online education, you can take any program or course present in
traditional four-year universities” (Norman, Stephanie). So, the ease of access to the courses and majors
you are striving to study are widely available online. This increases opportunities to gain the education we
desire instead of making needless compromises.
Like the last point, comfort takes center stage for many students. Countless students choose online
education in order to avoid wasting time travelling and on many other activities in order to attend physical
education institutions. According to the Open Education Database, “Commercials that feature online
students studying in their pajamas only skims the surface of one of the benefits of online education: no
physical class sessions. Students listen to lectures and complete assignments sent to them electronically,
with no need to fight traffic, leave work early for class, or miss important family time. Rather than miss
important class sessions (due to weather conditions), students in online courses can always “attend” by
participating in discussion boards or chat sessions, turning in their work on time, and watching lectures or
reading materials” (“10 Advantages of Taking Online Classes”). In other words, by being an online student,
you circumnavigate many of the issues that regular students endure on a daily basis.
In addition, many employers are happy to see online courses on resumes. Many recruiters see the taking
of online courses as a sign of taking initiative. As stated by Pongo Resume, “Employers respect a degree
earned online as much as a degree earned from attending a brick-and-mortar school. They understand
that with the technological advances we have today, more and more employees are getting their
education and training online. Because hiring managers value continuing education and professional
development, having the relevant courses and programs in the education section of your resume will
demonstrate that you are resourceful and have taken the initiative to stay ahead of the curve and improve
professionally” (“The Advantages of Online Learning for You and Your Career”). Therefore, not only is
online education seen as equal to regular education by employers, but it is also viewed as being
competent in the latest technologies and trends.
Back to the students, one of the great advantages of online education is that learners can study at their
own pace. According to eLearning Industry, “This type of system does not require attending live sessions;
you can access the materials at any time that works for you. If you have to work or take care of your home
and children during the day, you can study at night. That’s an advantage the traditional educational system

cannot beat” (Norman, Stephanie). In addition, people who want to take a longer time to receive a degree
can do so without any pressure.
Finally, the cost of getting an online education is cheaper on average than receiving a traditional
education. According to the Open Education Database, “Though not all online degrees offer less expensive
net tuition prices than traditional colleges, associated expenses almost always cost less. For example,
there are no commuting costs, and sometimes required course materials, such as textbooks, are available
online at no cost. In addition, many colleges and universities accept credits earned via free massive open
online courses (MOOCs), the most recent advance in online education” (“10 Advantages of Taking Online
Classes”). Thus, there are a variety of reasons why an online education costs less.
Receiving an online education is becoming more and more popular due to a multitude of advantages it
has over traditional instruction. These advantages include, to name a few: students can learn whatever
they want, it is more comfortable, online courses often look great on resumes, the pacing of learning is
managed by the pupil, and the cost is often lower than traditional education. With these reasons, it is
hard to not see why this form of education is on the rise.
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Why It Is Better to Be Moral than Immoral
There are many criminals that roam the earth for the benefit of themselves. There are also many hedonists
that believe that everything done for the greatest pleasure is ultimately the purpose of life. However, I
want to make the case today for morality over immortality. For this essay, I will consider morality
according to Oxford Dictionaries: “Principles concerning the distinction between right and wrong or good
and bad behaviour.” Though morality is a rather subjective subject, there are some principles that are
universal across all cultures found by an Oxford University study: “help your family, help your group,
return favours, be brave, defer to superiors, divide resources fairly, and respect others’ property” (“Seven
Moral Rules Found All around the World”). The fact that these morals are found across 60 cultures from
around the world demonstrates that morality, though subjective, is the cornerstone of keeping our
societies together. Here are some reasons to be moral: without morality, a social life is almost impossible
to maintain; having a good reputation and having a clear conscience is psychologically healthy; and most
philosophies regard altruistic and principled behavior as important.
There is no doubt that without morals, a society cannot function effectively. Chaos would rein. According
to the Society of Morality, “We are social animals, and the actions we take — the things we do and the
things we don’t do — have consequences on our environments and on the others around us. As a result,
we need to be able to govern our behavior in the near term so as not to injure ourselves or our community
in the long term. This system of controlling our actions and our thoughts in order to operate in a
community is what we often refer to as morality” (Society of Morality). Therefore, we need a set of morals
in order to operate within a social circle and a social environment. Acting immoral usually results in being
excluded from social activities or being shunned by a society based on laws and cultural norms.
Besides acting moral having a sociological need, it also has a psychological basis. Most people are
concerned to some extent about their reputation. According to PsyPost, “A lot of economic models of
human behavior assume that people are only rational when they narrowly pursue their own selfinterest, but history shows us that people are also tremendously concerned with being and appearing
moral” (Dolan, Eric W). So, the fear of one’s reputation being tarnished is often a strong motivator to be
moral. And if someone has been immoral, most people go out of their way to make sure no one finds out,
or to correct the behavior in order to not be caught. This goes in line with conscience as well. People
generally feel in a better psychological state if they feel that their conscience is clean. A dirty conscience
can result in a lack of sleep, anxiety, internal stress, and even illness.
On the side of philosophy, the study of ethics comes into play. Most philosophers agree that one should
rationally choose a set of standards of behavior in order to function. Though there is moral relativism,
there are universal anthropological morals, as mentioned in the introduction. By the nature of our
societies and cultures, we choose what we believe is right and wrong. But surprising, this rational behavior
comes to a general consensus on morals. So, there is a fine line between moral relativism and moral
absolutism. Morality is neither completely relative, and neither absolute (“Morality”). But the main thing
to take away from this discussion is that philosophers generally believe that each individual has the right
to rationally come up with a set of ethics to live by, and that it is healthy to do so.
Being moral benefits us in many ways. Socially, it allows us to fit into groups better and to be in concord
with others. Psychologically, acting moral keeps our reputation solid and maintains a clear conscience.

Lastly, being moral is advocated by philosophy, which tells individuals to seek to carve one’s own sense of
ethics to operate in this world and to understand oneself. Besides, it just feels better to be moral, overall.
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